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Contrastive Multimodal Pre-Training

• Contrastive multimodal pretraining[1][2][3] on noisy multimodal video 
consist of video-audio-text triplets.

[1] End-to-End Learning of Visual Representations from Uncurated Instructional Videos, CVPR 2020
[2] Self-Supervised MultiModal Versatile Networks, NeurIPS 2020
[3] VATT: Transformers for Multimodal Self-Supervised Learning from Raw Video, Audio and Text. NeurIPS 2021



Motivation: Formulation of Contrastive 
Multimodal Pre-Training

• Contrastive multimodal pretraining[1][2][3] usually consist of two pairwise contrastive 
losses for video-audio and video-text respectively, to solve a cross-modal 
alignment (CMA) problem:

[1] End-to-End Learning of Visual Representations from Uncurated Instructional Videos, CVPR 2020
[2] Self-Supervised MultiModal Versatile Networks, NeurIPS 2020
[3] VATT: Transformers for Multimodal Self-Supervised Learning from Raw Video, Audio and Text. NeurIPS 2021

where CMAva and CMAvt penalize the cross-
modal alignment for video-audio and video-text 
pairs, using the Noise-Contrastive Estimation 
objective.



Motivation: Caveats in Cross-modality Alignment 

• Even on the commonly adopted instructional videos (i.e. Howto100M[1]), the 
cross-modality alignment (CMA) only provide weak and noisy supervision
• e.g. a speaker can refer to something that is not visually present in the current frame, 

or even something irrelevant to the visual content.

[1] End-to-End Learning of Visual Representations from Uncurated Instructional Videos, CVPR 2020

Is there anyway to measure the noisiness of Cross-modality Alignment?  



Motivation: Modality-agnostic Pre-Training 

• Modality-agnostic VATT[1] as baseline
• Gradient Conflicts[2] between gva and gvt

• Gradient Alignment can be measured by cos(gva, gvt)

[1] VATT: Transformers for Multimodal Self-Supervised Learning from Raw Video, Audio and Text. NeurIPS 2021
[2] Gradient surgery for multi-task learning. NeurIPS 2020

Our conjecture: there is connection between Gradient Alignment and Cross-Modality alignment (CMA)



Connection between 
Gradient Alignment and Cross-modality Alignment?

…to actually watch the popup systems tonight regardless of the lack of severe warnings…but no severe warnings anywhere in the country and i do think it would be very…if 
you’re in that strong northern flow bringing that southern heat up we had a…of <unk> tremors in unusual places starting with the near six pointer in…eastern convergence to its 
southeast as well a flood watch persists at the gulf…caribbean anything from high for range there is noteworthy coming in second place for the…flash flooding in isolated areas 
meanwhile the second load to the north is pulling a…last 24 hours is new zealand and then south along the fault lines there were also…gulf flow is stronger than it looks it 
dropped hail in a tornado last night along…

cos(gva,gvt )
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yes you can that right there is a classic nelle messi fifa gold…you know hes good all this other stuff but can he pull away free kicks well…up we have this hes just slicing and 
dicing people man he turns him inside out…what countries in and messi puts it past the keeper again on his left foot hes…boost and what does he do of course his left peg he 
buries that he puts…skills to pay the bills whats he gonna do this guy rulings him and <unk> good…is fifa 15 street code there we go messi flying through and he hits the…it 
past the keeper for a nautical i mean im telling you guys this player is…headers with the likes of company and things like that but you can score him with
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im gonna wrap up the day here at vision fitness home of garage in powerlifting…kunz getting ready to travel example…hearing the brogue <unk> delta road road…mike coons 
from allentown pennsylvania…wrap up his day 365 opener here in the pool…gonna give him a 1215 total just eyes open a pool at

brazil…the <unk> cookies in crackers market in the world there are over…the main ingredients…successful recipe and now you will know what…manufacturers and <unk> code 
is one of the three major…side by side with crack and nestle…points of sales in brazil and in over 50 countries worldwide…in the wafers market ahead of nestle and luden

0.0858

not a vegetable eater this adds a lot of interest and the contrast of…is just wonderful in fact it is so good that it is a…i think <unk> like this more than you might imagine if…dish 
its not something that i just made up its been around for a long…in thats good so were going to stir this around…and it is commonly known as a very tasty dish so…on the 
seasoning salt but definitely do put a little bit…you eat a lot of this instead of maybe a lot of fatty or…pepper there dont overdo it and then the seasoned salt also a light

0.0775

team america its exciting i mean like literally the proudest moment of…cup in ohio set to square off against tiger woods…career the pressure the energy the emotion 
everything…goes into it and you know thats one of the things that im really looking forward…prize a berth on the world team this coming week at the prestigious…who is this 
guy to find out we spent some time with him while practicing…hed hoped he finished 28th but graham had already scored a decent…the presidents cup how often do you 
practice like you are you out…called that his playoff beard the tournament didn’t end quite
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Top 5%

today im going to show you how to make some porridge my way…marvel is…softer and smoother what we need is good…porridge not the chief burns because the cheaper 
would…go lumpy and…never turns out right <unk> tried it so its good for tea but what happened here…two and a half cups of porridge oats

we present an original and uniquely designed boat…qualities unite in the best possible way the top technical features an innovative…functional design along with the luxury 
equipment…41 made of aluminum hull and represents an…step forward in market and confirms the fact that the good design solutions…optimum technology result in top quality 
…product…<unk> as…basis of the description of both how of modern and pure lines is
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what you think let me know if you want me to do more on videos on…on the nba or reactions to stuff that happened let me know if you want that…um who you thinks one with 
the finals who you think um is…out my horizon with games and videos so anything you guys think could help me…hes tired of coming number two of the brawn james um let 
me know what you…on my channel so just let me know if you want to see…this ring for his organization for himself to prove people that hes not number two because…different 
teams i use or whatnot just let me know in the comment below i remember…up to the plate and shows the world that why he is the svp and why

just tastes like a regular pringles chip with like some questionable cheese flavor added in i…the shade its good but what are you saying its lacking flavor…eat the entire 
goddamn yeah yeah and i was pretty good i give it a 4…<unk> that difficult to contain there may just bend our mouth door and hands cant you…of pringles a lot better like the 
pizza flavors hands down their best one yeah i…some nothing bursting in my mouth whoa why we know that robyn pringles chips like…a high three its not…its cheese its 
definitely not bursting with real chance later yeah theres…with flavor yeah lets get up you just get a slight cheese taste at the end

our hands on and then spend hours building them and tons of other creations out of…we can all remember the days we used to pester our parents to go out and…lego is now 
giving us the opportunity to really have that nostalgia one more time through…im…lego universe when i first heard that lego universe was coming out i thought someone 
was…with me because i had never heard of this before but lo and behold iii impacts…featured pretty prominently because it was such a unique idea it was the first mmo 
for…has a ton of customization theres no limit to what you can and cant do
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…boat…

…to actually watch the popup systems tonight regardless of the lack of severe warnings…but no severe warnings anywhere in the country and i do think it would be very…if 
you’re in that strong northern flow bringing that southern heat up we had a…of <unk> tremors in unusual places starting with the near six pointer in…eastern convergence to its 
southeast as well a flood watch persists at the gulf…caribbean anything from high for range there is noteworthy coming in second place for the…flash flooding in isolated areas 
meanwhile the second load to the north is pulling a…last 24 hours is new zealand and then south along the fault lines there were also…gulf flow is stronger than it looks it 
dropped hail in a tornado last night along…
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dicing people man he turns him inside out…what countries in and messi puts it past the keeper again on his left foot hes…boost and what does he do of course his left peg he 
buries that he puts…skills to pay the bills whats he gonna do this guy rulings him and <unk> good…is fifa 15 street code there we go messi flying through and he hits the…it 
past the keeper for a nautical i mean im telling you guys this player is…headers with the likes of company and things like that but you can score him with
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im gonna wrap up the day here at vision fitness home of garage in powerlifting…kunz getting ready to travel example…hearing the brogue <unk> delta road road…mike coons 
from allentown pennsylvania…wrap up his day 365 opener here in the pool…gonna give him a 1215 total just eyes open a pool at

brazil…the <unk> cookies in crackers market in the world there are over…the main ingredients…successful recipe and now you will know what…manufacturers and <unk> code 
is one of the three major…side by side with crack and nestle…points of sales in brazil and in over 50 countries worldwide…in the wafers market ahead of nestle and luden
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not a vegetable eater this adds a lot of interest and the contrast of…is just wonderful in fact it is so good that it is a…i think <unk> like this more than you might imagine if…dish 
its not something that i just made up its been around for a long…in thats good so were going to stir this around…and it is commonly known as a very tasty dish so…on the 
seasoning salt but definitely do put a little bit…you eat a lot of this instead of maybe a lot of fatty or…pepper there dont overdo it and then the seasoned salt also a light
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team america its exciting i mean like literally the proudest moment of…cup in ohio set to square off against tiger woods…career the pressure the energy the emotion 
everything…goes into it and you know thats one of the things that im really looking forward…prize a berth on the world team this coming week at the prestigious…who is this 
guy to find out we spent some time with him while practicing…hed hoped he finished 28th but graham had already scored a decent…the presidents cup how often do you 
practice like you are you out…called that his playoff beard the tournament didn’t end quite
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today im going to show you how to make some porridge my way…marvel is…softer and smoother what we need is good…porridge not the chief burns because the cheaper 
would…go lumpy and…never turns out right <unk> tried it so its good for tea but what happened here…two and a half cups of porridge oats

we present an original and uniquely designed boat…qualities unite in the best possible way the top technical features an innovative…functional design along with the luxury 
equipment…41 made of aluminum hull and represents an…step forward in market and confirms the fact that the good design solutions…optimum technology result in top quality 
…product…<unk> as…basis of the description of both how of modern and pure lines is
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what you think let me know if you want me to do more on videos on…on the nba or reactions to stuff that happened let me know if you want that…um who you thinks one with 
the finals who you think um is…out my horizon with games and videos so anything you guys think could help me…hes tired of coming number two of the brawn james um let 
me know what you…on my channel so just let me know if you want to see…this ring for his organization for himself to prove people that hes not number two because…different 
teams i use or whatnot just let me know in the comment below i remember…up to the plate and shows the world that why he is the svp and why

just tastes like a regular pringles chip with like some questionable cheese flavor added in i…the shade its good but what are you saying its lacking flavor…eat the entire 
goddamn yeah yeah and i was pretty good i give it a 4…<unk> that difficult to contain there may just bend our mouth door and hands cant you…of pringles a lot better like the 
pizza flavors hands down their best one yeah i…some nothing bursting in my mouth whoa why we know that robyn pringles chips like…a high three its not…its cheese its 
definitely not bursting with real chance later yeah theres…with flavor yeah lets get up you just get a slight cheese taste at the end

our hands on and then spend hours building them and tons of other creations out of…we can all remember the days we used to pester our parents to go out and…lego is now 
giving us the opportunity to really have that nostalgia one more time through…im…lego universe when i first heard that lego universe was coming out i thought someone 
was…with me because i had never heard of this before but lo and behold iii impacts…featured pretty prominently because it was such a unique idea it was the first mmo 
for…has a ton of customization theres no limit to what you can and cant do
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…tornado…

…to actually watch the popup systems tonight regardless of the lack of severe warnings…but no severe warnings anywhere in the country and i do think it would be very…if 
you’re in that strong northern flow bringing that southern heat up we had a…of <unk> tremors in unusual places starting with the near six pointer in…eastern convergence to its 
southeast as well a flood watch persists at the gulf…caribbean anything from high for range there is noteworthy coming in second place for the…flash flooding in isolated areas 
meanwhile the second load to the north is pulling a…last 24 hours is new zealand and then south along the fault lines there were also…gulf flow is stronger than it looks it 
dropped hail in a tornado last night along…
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dicing people man he turns him inside out…what countries in and messi puts it past the keeper again on his left foot hes…boost and what does he do of course his left peg he 
buries that he puts…skills to pay the bills whats he gonna do this guy rulings him and <unk> good…is fifa 15 street code there we go messi flying through and he hits the…it 
past the keeper for a nautical i mean im telling you guys this player is…headers with the likes of company and things like that but you can score him with
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im gonna wrap up the day here at vision fitness home of garage in powerlifting…kunz getting ready to travel example…hearing the brogue <unk> delta road road…mike coons 
from allentown pennsylvania…wrap up his day 365 opener here in the pool…gonna give him a 1215 total just eyes open a pool at

brazil…the <unk> cookies in crackers market in the world there are over…the main ingredients…successful recipe and now you will know what…manufacturers and <unk> code 
is one of the three major…side by side with crack and nestle…points of sales in brazil and in over 50 countries worldwide…in the wafers market ahead of nestle and luden
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not a vegetable eater this adds a lot of interest and the contrast of…is just wonderful in fact it is so good that it is a…i think <unk> like this more than you might imagine if…dish 
its not something that i just made up its been around for a long…in thats good so were going to stir this around…and it is commonly known as a very tasty dish so…on the 
seasoning salt but definitely do put a little bit…you eat a lot of this instead of maybe a lot of fatty or…pepper there dont overdo it and then the seasoned salt also a light
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team america its exciting i mean like literally the proudest moment of…cup in ohio set to square off against tiger woods…career the pressure the energy the emotion 
everything…goes into it and you know thats one of the things that im really looking forward…prize a berth on the world team this coming week at the prestigious…who is this 
guy to find out we spent some time with him while practicing…hed hoped he finished 28th but graham had already scored a decent…the presidents cup how often do you 
practice like you are you out…called that his playoff beard the tournament didn’t end quite
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today im going to show you how to make some porridge my way…marvel is…softer and smoother what we need is good…porridge not the chief burns because the cheaper 
would…go lumpy and…never turns out right <unk> tried it so its good for tea but what happened here…two and a half cups of porridge oats

we present an original and uniquely designed boat…qualities unite in the best possible way the top technical features an innovative…functional design along with the luxury 
equipment…41 made of aluminum hull and represents an…step forward in market and confirms the fact that the good design solutions…optimum technology result in top quality 
…product…<unk> as…basis of the description of both how of modern and pure lines is
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what you think let me know if you want me to do more on videos on…on the nba or reactions to stuff that happened let me know if you want that…um who you thinks one with 
the finals who you think um is…out my horizon with games and videos so anything you guys think could help me…hes tired of coming number two of the brawn james um let 
me know what you…on my channel so just let me know if you want to see…this ring for his organization for himself to prove people that hes not number two because…different 
teams i use or whatnot just let me know in the comment below i remember…up to the plate and shows the world that why he is the svp and why

just tastes like a regular pringles chip with like some questionable cheese flavor added in i…the shade its good but what are you saying its lacking flavor…eat the entire 
goddamn yeah yeah and i was pretty good i give it a 4…<unk> that difficult to contain there may just bend our mouth door and hands cant you…of pringles a lot better like the 
pizza flavors hands down their best one yeah i…some nothing bursting in my mouth whoa why we know that robyn pringles chips like…a high three its not…its cheese its 
definitely not bursting with real chance later yeah theres…with flavor yeah lets get up you just get a slight cheese taste at the end

our hands on and then spend hours building them and tons of other creations out of…we can all remember the days we used to pester our parents to go out and…lego is now 
giving us the opportunity to really have that nostalgia one more time through…im…lego universe when i first heard that lego universe was coming out i thought someone 
was…with me because i had never heard of this before but lo and behold iii impacts…featured pretty prominently because it was such a unique idea it was the first mmo 
for…has a ton of customization theres no limit to what you can and cant do
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…to actually watch the popup systems tonight regardless of the lack of severe warnings…but no severe warnings anywhere in the country and i do think it would be very…if 
you’re in that strong northern flow bringing that southern heat up we had a…of <unk> tremors in unusual places starting with the near six pointer in…eastern convergence to its 
southeast as well a flood watch persists at the gulf…caribbean anything from high for range there is noteworthy coming in second place for the…flash flooding in isolated areas 
meanwhile the second load to the north is pulling a…last 24 hours is new zealand and then south along the fault lines there were also…gulf flow is stronger than it looks it 
dropped hail in a tornado last night along…
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seasoning salt but definitely do put a little bit…you eat a lot of this instead of maybe a lot of fatty or…pepper there dont overdo it and then the seasoned salt also a light
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would…go lumpy and…never turns out right <unk> tried it so its good for tea but what happened here…two and a half cups of porridge oats

we present an original and uniquely designed boat…qualities unite in the best possible way the top technical features an innovative…functional design along with the luxury 
equipment…41 made of aluminum hull and represents an…step forward in market and confirms the fact that the good design solutions…optimum technology result in top quality 
…product…<unk> as…basis of the description of both how of modern and pure lines is
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what you think let me know if you want me to do more on videos on…on the nba or reactions to stuff that happened let me know if you want that…um who you thinks one with 
the finals who you think um is…out my horizon with games and videos so anything you guys think could help me…hes tired of coming number two of the brawn james um let 
me know what you…on my channel so just let me know if you want to see…this ring for his organization for himself to prove people that hes not number two because…different 
teams i use or whatnot just let me know in the comment below i remember…up to the plate and shows the world that why he is the svp and why

just tastes like a regular pringles chip with like some questionable cheese flavor added in i…the shade its good but what are you saying its lacking flavor…eat the entire 
goddamn yeah yeah and i was pretty good i give it a 4…<unk> that difficult to contain there may just bend our mouth door and hands cant you…of pringles a lot better like the 
pizza flavors hands down their best one yeah i…some nothing bursting in my mouth whoa why we know that robyn pringles chips like…a high three its not…its cheese its 
definitely not bursting with real chance later yeah theres…with flavor yeah lets get up you just get a slight cheese taste at the end

our hands on and then spend hours building them and tons of other creations out of…we can all remember the days we used to pester our parents to go out and…lego is now 
giving us the opportunity to really have that nostalgia one more time through…im…lego universe when i first heard that lego universe was coming out i thought someone 
was…with me because i had never heard of this before but lo and behold iii impacts…featured pretty prominently because it was such a unique idea it was the first mmo 
for…has a ton of customization theres no limit to what you can and cant do
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however existing road signs were totally inadequate for the new…was booming in the government alarmed at the clogged up roads decided to build the first…highways no one 
had designed motorway signs before because we…<unk> work began in the 1950s when car…had a motorway before and the whole job of making that system of…important 
than i really am i doubt it…clear to the car which was still a new thing remains me and at speeds that…all fell to a man and his former student from an art college they gave 
you…perhaps maybe
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kind of doing your gs this way also…so you can so you can…yeah its good over and…so yeah shes just for it…into that jesus…and then you can also pay this…you just play 
this its like a million f major seven
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to a 20 in the series it started out fairly stalled a little bit or pace…nexus they will and in under 24 minutes shall goo were gonna go up a…out of the way cacao is up in 10 
seconds shall <unk> may have enough to…have at the first exit are will fall the second does not look particularly healthy as…as the copper behind them ig may have just traded 
two members of xiao do for…shower get themselves an age and they have a massive mini way to cannock creeps as…and that is cleaning houses at i the only member of ig left 
alive will fall…of damage swift who died back in hell get the kill…but ill come to their…hair down there for kitty so im you get a ride in up to cacao will

this advice but your love hes stronger than waffle house coffee…ahead of you there will be times of conflict in times of joy harmony would be…find in your partner and ask for 
help when you need it learn the wisdom of…before this benefit then the break remember that it meets will love of hash browns…keenan willie cindy and donnie in 
the…smothered and covered and ice is the basis of any lasting…this union we call marriage and they ask for your blessings on this joyous day…now this is especially true for 
you girls look for the best of your beloved…w co l today <unk> ready to pledge their love to one another

-0.0533

lightning could pull off a <unk> finish if they can hurry up here alright joe jonas…hes very close <unk> close…all raises his flag jonas and roger..looks like brand command is 
gonna finish first the battle for second in third place still…hes still going to they gotta finish this trade to figure out <unk> gonna get third…like their comments are gonna take 
second brand <unk> still struggling in freshman

-0.0547

up on the outside he <unk> moved but hes coming into it strongly and further back…then mr jackman open book followed by barbed as held in a pocket <unk> is…zoo stars 
about the claim them cassidy had a look then i look to the left…and <unk> is racing away with it at the hundred meter mark zoo start…bella ed lost in was referred little miss 
smiley led from var penn zero…putting a gap in them here hands and heels only wins it by four on barbed…shes got them covered the dominant philly beat sensibility bound for 
earth in arabian gulf…mr jackman followed by penn zero then havana flak jacket and little miss…grid one sensibility sticking on on the outside but quilts to good despite sitting 
wide

-0.0487

Bottom 5%

-0.0459
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seconds still down continuing into this tight <unk> still down…the short rise because its not worth putting it up then over the bridge and…except for a <unk> climb in there 
somewhere its settled down for the next…here for to ops and a rough downhill sweeper and tight turns…it up for only the third time in three minutes here just before this steep
and some more climbing as you can see a dropper post can give you gains just…for the climb then <unk> got some flat trail then the saddle down again…everywhere it doesnt 
have to be downhill here are my top three…look for wide lines on such a narrow trail the saddle goes

it goes on to baby care which and then you delicates then <unk> got your daily…know looks at what you your load is that <unk> put into machine…which you can choose a 
really quick wash on that if you want to and i…is friendly on how much water it uses and…wash that it does on here is a <unk> wash when we get…need on this machine and 
you go here from the super eco wash…to this lcd display you can choose your temperatures so…watches and i cant think of anything else that you…when you select from any 
one of these programs which is

i would definitely wear something like this one of my own wedding functions…it is me and i think he he…so fine and feminine and elegant and i …sees maybe look good today 
and im babe i wake up i always believe that theres…everything that he does is his structure is very sharp but the the workmanship is…of people doing by the way im very heavy 
by the way but no ones really…about her grandmas clothes is that he maintains a traditional aesthetic…way for people who are going to thailand to get married or going to who 
<unk>...stunning in that beautiful attire i think experimentation is great but i what what i truly

cut these molds real easily ill finish packing this mold and ill let these…and be really careful if you scrape away the clay like this you…pieces dry ill dry these either in the 
refrigerator or just air dry now to…with the excess im going to pack that into the antique mold to make that little…the two pieces i mix up some thick copper clay paste you can 
follow our…pick and i hold that straight up and down so i get a nice straight edges
…on making bronze clay pastes its the exact same method…cut out the cushion shape that i need using my ultra…then i need to position it right in the center

there and theres the top right there as exceeds black and great yeah…definitely love the gorilla logo so on japanese with the little top…got some nice little detailing on what not 
on the top and bottom oh you can…copper color and yeah so overall it looks like a…what kind of can its supposed to be representing but it looks cool are definite like…of nice 
representation of a can of some sort of…back to the can i can see see here the kind of a soda can the…thing very cool now to get this into…really keen yeah now

-0.0502

-0.0502

-0.0477

…elegant…

however existing road signs were totally inadequate for the new…was booming in the government alarmed at the clogged up roads decided to build the first…highways no one 
had designed motorway signs before because we…<unk> work began in the 1950s when car…had a motorway before and the whole job of making that system of…important 
than i really am i doubt it…clear to the car which was still a new thing remains me and at speeds that…all fell to a man and his former student from an art college they gave 
you…perhaps maybe

cos(gva,gvt )

-0.0473

kind of doing your gs this way also…so you can so you can…yeah its good over and…so yeah shes just for it…into that jesus…and then you can also pay this…you just play 
this its like a million f major seven

-0.0458

-0.0507

to a 20 in the series it started out fairly stalled a little bit or pace…nexus they will and in under 24 minutes shall goo were gonna go up a…out of the way cacao is up in 10 
seconds shall <unk> may have enough to…have at the first exit are will fall the second does not look particularly healthy as…as the copper behind them ig may have just traded 
two members of xiao do for…shower get themselves an age and they have a massive mini way to cannock creeps as…and that is cleaning houses at i the only member of ig left 
alive will fall…of damage swift who died back in hell get the kill…but ill come to their…hair down there for kitty so im you get a ride in up to cacao will

this advice but your love hes stronger than waffle house coffee…ahead of you there will be times of conflict in times of joy harmony would be…find in your partner and ask for 
help when you need it learn the wisdom of…before this benefit then the break remember that it meets will love of hash browns…keenan willie cindy and donnie in 
the…smothered and covered and ice is the basis of any lasting…this union we call marriage and they ask for your blessings on this joyous day…now this is especially true for 
you girls look for the best of your beloved…w co l today <unk> ready to pledge their love to one another

-0.0533

lightning could pull off a <unk> finish if they can hurry up here alright joe jonas…hes very close <unk> close…all raises his flag jonas and roger..looks like brand command is 
gonna finish first the battle for second in third place still…hes still going to they gotta finish this trade to figure out <unk> gonna get third…like their comments are gonna take 
second brand <unk> still struggling in freshman

-0.0547

up on the outside he <unk> moved but hes coming into it strongly and further back…then mr jackman open book followed by barbed as held in a pocket <unk> is…zoo stars 
about the claim them cassidy had a look then i look to the left…and <unk> is racing away with it at the hundred meter mark zoo start…bella ed lost in was referred little miss 
smiley led from var penn zero…putting a gap in them here hands and heels only wins it by four on barbed…shes got them covered the dominant philly beat sensibility bound for 
earth in arabian gulf…mr jackman followed by penn zero then havana flak jacket and little miss…grid one sensibility sticking on on the outside but quilts to good despite sitting 
wide

-0.0487

Bottom 5%

-0.0459

-0.0477

seconds still down continuing into this tight <unk> still down…the short rise because its not worth putting it up then over the bridge and…except for a <unk> climb in there 
somewhere its settled down for the next…here for to ops and a rough downhill sweeper and tight turns…it up for only the third time in three minutes here just before this steep
and some more climbing as you can see a dropper post can give you gains just…for the climb then <unk> got some flat trail then the saddle down again…everywhere it doesnt 
have to be downhill here are my top three…look for wide lines on such a narrow trail the saddle goes

it goes on to baby care which and then you delicates then <unk> got your daily…know looks at what you your load is that <unk> put into machine…which you can choose a 
really quick wash on that if you want to and i…is friendly on how much water it uses and…wash that it does on here is a <unk> wash when we get…need on this machine and 
you go here from the super eco wash…to this lcd display you can choose your temperatures so…watches and i cant think of anything else that you…when you select from any 
one of these programs which is

i would definitely wear something like this one of my own wedding functions…it is me and i think he he…so fine and feminine and elegant and i …sees maybe look good today 
and im babe i wake up i always believe that theres…everything that he does is his structure is very sharp but the the workmanship is…of people doing by the way im very heavy 
by the way but no ones really…about her grandmas clothes is that he maintains a traditional aesthetic…way for people who are going to thailand to get married or going to who 
<unk>...stunning in that beautiful attire i think experimentation is great but i what what i truly

cut these molds real easily ill finish packing this mold and ill let these…and be really careful if you scrape away the clay like this you…pieces dry ill dry these either in the 
refrigerator or just air dry now to…with the excess im going to pack that into the antique mold to make that little…the two pieces i mix up some thick copper clay paste you can 
follow our…pick and i hold that straight up and down so i get a nice straight edges
…on making bronze clay pastes its the exact same method…cut out the cushion shape that i need using my ultra…then i need to position it right in the center

there and theres the top right there as exceeds black and great yeah…definitely love the gorilla logo so on japanese with the little top…got some nice little detailing on what not 
on the top and bottom oh you can…copper color and yeah so overall it looks like a…what kind of can its supposed to be representing but it looks cool are definite like…of nice 
representation of a can of some sort of…back to the can i can see see here the kind of a soda can the…thing very cool now to get this into…really keen yeah now

-0.0502

-0.0502

-0.0477

…left…

however existing road signs were totally inadequate for the new…was booming in the government alarmed at the clogged up roads decided to build the first…highways no one 
had designed motorway signs before because we…<unk> work began in the 1950s when car…had a motorway before and the whole job of making that system of…important 
than i really am i doubt it…clear to the car which was still a new thing remains me and at speeds that…all fell to a man and his former student from an art college they gave 
you…perhaps maybe

cos(gva,gvt )

-0.0473

kind of doing your gs this way also…so you can so you can…yeah its good over and…so yeah shes just for it…into that jesus…and then you can also pay this…you just play 
this its like a million f major seven

-0.0458

-0.0507

to a 20 in the series it started out fairly stalled a little bit or pace…nexus they will and in under 24 minutes shall goo were gonna go up a…out of the way cacao is up in 10 
seconds shall <unk> may have enough to…have at the first exit are will fall the second does not look particularly healthy as…as the copper behind them ig may have just traded 
two members of xiao do for…shower get themselves an age and they have a massive mini way to cannock creeps as…and that is cleaning houses at i the only member of ig left 
alive will fall…of damage swift who died back in hell get the kill…but ill come to their…hair down there for kitty so im you get a ride in up to cacao will

this advice but your love hes stronger than waffle house coffee…ahead of you there will be times of conflict in times of joy harmony would be…find in your partner and ask for 
help when you need it learn the wisdom of…before this benefit then the break remember that it meets will love of hash browns…keenan willie cindy and donnie in 
the…smothered and covered and ice is the basis of any lasting…this union we call marriage and they ask for your blessings on this joyous day…now this is especially true for 
you girls look for the best of your beloved…w co l today <unk> ready to pledge their love to one another

-0.0533

lightning could pull off a <unk> finish if they can hurry up here alright joe jonas…hes very close <unk> close…all raises his flag jonas and roger..looks like brand command is 
gonna finish first the battle for second in third place still…hes still going to they gotta finish this trade to figure out <unk> gonna get third…like their comments are gonna take 
second brand <unk> still struggling in freshman

-0.0547

up on the outside he <unk> moved but hes coming into it strongly and further back…then mr jackman open book followed by barbed as held in a pocket <unk> is…zoo stars 
about the claim them cassidy had a look then i look to the left…and <unk> is racing away with it at the hundred meter mark zoo start…bella ed lost in was referred little miss 
smiley led from var penn zero…putting a gap in them here hands and heels only wins it by four on barbed…shes got them covered the dominant philly beat sensibility bound for 
earth in arabian gulf…mr jackman followed by penn zero then havana flak jacket and little miss…grid one sensibility sticking on on the outside but quilts to good despite sitting 
wide

-0.0487

Bottom 5%

-0.0459

-0.0477

seconds still down continuing into this tight <unk> still down…the short rise because its not worth putting it up then over the bridge and…except for a <unk> climb in there 
somewhere its settled down for the next…here for to ops and a rough downhill sweeper and tight turns…it up for only the third time in three minutes here just before this steep
and some more climbing as you can see a dropper post can give you gains just…for the climb then <unk> got some flat trail then the saddle down again…everywhere it doesnt 
have to be downhill here are my top three…look for wide lines on such a narrow trail the saddle goes

it goes on to baby care which and then you delicates then <unk> got your daily…know looks at what you your load is that <unk> put into machine…which you can choose a 
really quick wash on that if you want to and i…is friendly on how much water it uses and…wash that it does on here is a <unk> wash when we get…need on this machine and 
you go here from the super eco wash…to this lcd display you can choose your temperatures so…watches and i cant think of anything else that you…when you select from any 
one of these programs which is

i would definitely wear something like this one of my own wedding functions…it is me and i think he he…so fine and feminine and elegant and i …sees maybe look good today 
and im babe i wake up i always believe that theres…everything that he does is his structure is very sharp but the the workmanship is…of people doing by the way im very heavy 
by the way but no ones really…about her grandmas clothes is that he maintains a traditional aesthetic…way for people who are going to thailand to get married or going to who 
<unk>...stunning in that beautiful attire i think experimentation is great but i what what i truly

cut these molds real easily ill finish packing this mold and ill let these…and be really careful if you scrape away the clay like this you…pieces dry ill dry these either in the 
refrigerator or just air dry now to…with the excess im going to pack that into the antique mold to make that little…the two pieces i mix up some thick copper clay paste you can 
follow our…pick and i hold that straight up and down so i get a nice straight edges
…on making bronze clay pastes its the exact same method…cut out the cushion shape that i need using my ultra…then i need to position it right in the center

there and theres the top right there as exceeds black and great yeah…definitely love the gorilla logo so on japanese with the little top…got some nice little detailing on what not 
on the top and bottom oh you can…copper color and yeah so overall it looks like a…what kind of can its supposed to be representing but it looks cool are definite like…of nice 
representation of a can of some sort of…back to the can i can see see here the kind of a soda can the…thing very cool now to get this into…really keen yeah now

-0.0502

-0.0502

-0.0477

…f major…

however existing road signs were totally inadequate for the new…was booming in the government alarmed at the clogged up roads decided to build the first…highways no one 
had designed motorway signs before because we…<unk> work began in the 1950s when car…had a motorway before and the whole job of making that system of…important 
than i really am i doubt it…clear to the car which was still a new thing remains me and at speeds that…all fell to a man and his former student from an art college they gave 
you…perhaps maybe

cos(gva,gvt )

-0.0473

kind of doing your gs this way also…so you can so you can…yeah its good over and…so yeah shes just for it…into that jesus…and then you can also pay this…you just play 
this its like a million f major seven

-0.0458

-0.0507

to a 20 in the series it started out fairly stalled a little bit or pace…nexus they will and in under 24 minutes shall goo were gonna go up a…out of the way cacao is up in 10 
seconds shall <unk> may have enough to…have at the first exit are will fall the second does not look particularly healthy as…as the copper behind them ig may have just traded 
two members of xiao do for…shower get themselves an age and they have a massive mini way to cannock creeps as…and that is cleaning houses at i the only member of ig left 
alive will fall…of damage swift who died back in hell get the kill…but ill come to their…hair down there for kitty so im you get a ride in up to cacao will

this advice but your love hes stronger than waffle house coffee…ahead of you there will be times of conflict in times of joy harmony would be…find in your partner and ask for 
help when you need it learn the wisdom of…before this benefit then the break remember that it meets will love of hash browns…keenan willie cindy and donnie in 
the…smothered and covered and ice is the basis of any lasting…this union we call marriage and they ask for your blessings on this joyous day…now this is especially true for 
you girls look for the best of your beloved…w co l today <unk> ready to pledge their love to one another

-0.0533

lightning could pull off a <unk> finish if they can hurry up here alright joe jonas…hes very close <unk> close…all raises his flag jonas and roger..looks like brand command is 
gonna finish first the battle for second in third place still…hes still going to they gotta finish this trade to figure out <unk> gonna get third…like their comments are gonna take 
second brand <unk> still struggling in freshman

-0.0547

up on the outside he <unk> moved but hes coming into it strongly and further back…then mr jackman open book followed by barbed as held in a pocket <unk> is…zoo stars 
about the claim them cassidy had a look then i look to the left…and <unk> is racing away with it at the hundred meter mark zoo start…bella ed lost in was referred little miss 
smiley led from var penn zero…putting a gap in them here hands and heels only wins it by four on barbed…shes got them covered the dominant philly beat sensibility bound for 
earth in arabian gulf…mr jackman followed by penn zero then havana flak jacket and little miss…grid one sensibility sticking on on the outside but quilts to good despite sitting 
wide

-0.0487

Bottom 5%

-0.0459

-0.0477

seconds still down continuing into this tight <unk> still down…the short rise because its not worth putting it up then over the bridge and…except for a <unk> climb in there 
somewhere its settled down for the next…here for to ops and a rough downhill sweeper and tight turns…it up for only the third time in three minutes here just before this steep
and some more climbing as you can see a dropper post can give you gains just…for the climb then <unk> got some flat trail then the saddle down again…everywhere it doesnt 
have to be downhill here are my top three…look for wide lines on such a narrow trail the saddle goes

it goes on to baby care which and then you delicates then <unk> got your daily…know looks at what you your load is that <unk> put into machine…which you can choose a 
really quick wash on that if you want to and i…is friendly on how much water it uses and…wash that it does on here is a <unk> wash when we get…need on this machine and 
you go here from the super eco wash…to this lcd display you can choose your temperatures so…watches and i cant think of anything else that you…when you select from any 
one of these programs which is

i would definitely wear something like this one of my own wedding functions…it is me and i think he he…so fine and feminine and elegant and i …sees maybe look good today 
and im babe i wake up i always believe that theres…everything that he does is his structure is very sharp but the the workmanship is…of people doing by the way im very heavy 
by the way but no ones really…about her grandmas clothes is that he maintains a traditional aesthetic…way for people who are going to thailand to get married or going to who 
<unk>...stunning in that beautiful attire i think experimentation is great but i what what i truly

cut these molds real easily ill finish packing this mold and ill let these…and be really careful if you scrape away the clay like this you…pieces dry ill dry these either in the 
refrigerator or just air dry now to…with the excess im going to pack that into the antique mold to make that little…the two pieces i mix up some thick copper clay paste you can 
follow our…pick and i hold that straight up and down so i get a nice straight edges
…on making bronze clay pastes its the exact same method…cut out the cushion shape that i need using my ultra…then i need to position it right in the center

there and theres the top right there as exceeds black and great yeah…definitely love the gorilla logo so on japanese with the little top…got some nice little detailing on what not 
on the top and bottom oh you can…copper color and yeah so overall it looks like a…what kind of can its supposed to be representing but it looks cool are definite like…of nice 
representation of a can of some sort of…back to the can i can see see here the kind of a soda can the…thing very cool now to get this into…really keen yeah now
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-0.0502

-0.0477

…temperatures…

Gradient Alignment

Stronger

Weaker



Proposed Method: The “soft" way

Gradient-based Curriculum 
Learning
• We use gradient alignment cos(gva, 

gvt) as indicator of misalignment and 
noisiness of samples.

• We then use curriculum learning to 
gradually identifies and removes 
more misaligned samples as the 
training goes on, based on the 
indicator.



Proposed Method: The “hard" way

Cross-modality Gradient 
Realignment
• Re-align the cross-modality gradients, 

by re-projecting to the orthogonal 
direction to each other. 

• Similar to Gradient Surgery[1] originally 
introduced in multi-task learning.

[1] Gradient surgery for multi-task learning. NeurIPS 2020



Experiments

• Pre-Training
• Howto100M
• AudioSet
• Youtube8M

• Downstream
• Uni-Modal

• Video Cls
• UCF101
• HMDB51
• Kinetics400

• Audio Cls
• ECS50

• Cross-Modal
• Text-Video Retrieval

• YouCook2
• MSRVTT

GR: Gradient Realignment
CL: Gradient-based Curriculum Learning

GR + CL Improve on both uni-modal tasks and cross-modal tasks
Current SoTA on modality-agnostic setting.



VATT Baseline: Video and Text mixed together
w/ Our Methods: Video and Text become disentangled

Visualization: VATT output space
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